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Learn to Appreciate the Arts with These 5 Art Galleries in Dubai
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Nowadays we aren’t really able to make time to appreciate art and culture the way people used to in the past. With art
programs losing funding left and right it’s something we’re sorely missing in our lives! Thankfully however there’s no time
like the present to do something about it. Traveling is a great time to make time for things you actually want to do
instead of spending all of your energy doing things you have to do.
This list contains the top 5 art galleries we found in Dubai so you can get your dose of culture and fine arts while you still
can. And while you’re doing it you’ll be supporting these fine institutions that will help make sure art is a part of all of our
futures for many years to come – talk about a win-win!
…
3. Carbon 12
I always thought that one of the best ways to get to know a new culture or even city is to look at it’s art. It’s a pretty
unique experience to be able to get to know a culture through the lens of how it seems itself, don’t you think? Well then
head to Carbon 12 and prepare for your education. Opening in 2008 they’ve been supporting an intentionally
international community of artists and their work ever since. Not only are their exhibitions interesting and informative,
they also make for some stunning phone backgrounds if you’re looking to change it up!
Carbon 12 hosts 6-8 annual exhibitions as well as a liberal sprinkling of activities and events throughout the year. These
can include everything from publications with deep-dives on relevant topics to speaking events with artists or individuals
within the art community as a whole. Don’t miss out on this cultural gem!

